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Introduction

Many physics laboratory experiments utilize “specialty” equipment that is rarely used
outside of a lab environment. A commercial solar array has been integrated into the
physics curriculum in a number of ways, including as a system for Advanced Lab students.

Agnes Scott Sustainability Initiatives

LEED Gold

Geothermal

Solar

Component Began
LEED Silver Commitment 2007
Greenhouse Gas Inventory 2008
Water Audit and Plan 2008
Campus Composting 2009
Minor in Environmental and Sustainability Studies 2009
Green Revolving Fund 2012
Campbell Hall Hydro-geothermal HVAC 2013
Solar Arrays 2014

Having a sustainable campus, sustainability-focused academic programs, and
interdisciplinary offerings are parts of a comprehensive sustainability education strategy[3].

Bradley Observatory Solar Panel Array

6 kW Array
24 ReneSola JC250M-24/Bbv modules
Fixed 11.9◦ incline with a 180◦ azimuth
(due south)
Power output recorded via SMA Solar
Technology’s SunnyPortal web interface

Additional Equipment:
WeatherLink Weather
Station
523.5 nm LIDAR
Stand alone panel
(shown)
I Identical to array panels
I Direct V, I measurements
I Adjustable position, angle

PHY242: Analog Electronics

Beginning in fall of 2015, students will:
Utilize the stand alone panel as a model photovoltaic system
Compare open-circuit voltage to short-circuit current
Measure I-V Curve of photovoltaic panel
Study the relationship between power and load for a
non-ohmic device
Learn the basics of semiconductors, solid-state devices, and
band structure through studying solar panels
Relate fundamental electronics topics to real-world technology

PHY311: Laboratory Physics

Advanced lab course, offered every 2 years
8 students enrolled in 2015
Skills: modern experimental techniques, lab notebook, computer-aided data acquisition,
error propagation, LATEXformatted lab report, and Python-based data analysis
6 laboratory experiments with capstone lab project

Measurement
Choice
3/31

Literature
Review
4/9

Detailed
Proposal
4/16

Experimental
Time

4/23 - 4/30

Final
Report Due

5/7

Group 1: Efficiency, Weather, Angle

Hypothesis:
The efficiency of the panels depends on the angle of the panels.
The current angle provides maximum efficiency.

Data and Measurements:
Period of March 16 - April 16, 2015
Power from SunnyPortal array monitoring interface (P)
Solar irradiance from WeatherLink weather station (Ee)
Solar position from NASA JPL Solar System Dynamics service, HORIZONS [1]
Measured angle (θtiltp ) and area of panels (A)

Results:
cos βincident(t) was calculated from the dot products between the normal vector to the
panel and the vector to the solar position (from HORIZONS).
Efficiencies were calculated from the predicted (theoretical) solar radiation and the
measured (actual) solar radiation.

ET (t) =
P(t)/A

1050W/m2 cos βincident(t)
(1) EA(t) =

P(t)/A
Ee(t)

(2)

Days were classified by weather type, efficiencies calculated (shown below)
ET was re-calculated for different values of θtiltp (not shown)

Weather Condition Days ET (%) EA(%)
Clear 4 7±4 13±6
Scattered Clouds 7 7±5 19±22
Partly Cloudy 2 4±2 9±8
Mostly Cloudy 2 5±3 9±9
Rainy 11 4±4 9±11
Foggy 1 5±3 7±3
Thunderstorm 5 6±1 12±6

Group 2: Efficiency, Temperature

Hypothesis:
The output of the panels depends on the temperature and solar radiation [2]

P = a1Ee + a2
Ee
T 2 + a3T . (3)

Data and Analysis:
Period of April 29 - May 2, 2015
Power from SunnyPortal array monitoring interface (P)
Solar irradiance (Ee) and temperature (T ) from WeatherLink weather station
Fit via curve_fit function from SciPy.optimize (shown)

Fit Results:
a1 = (5.3 ± 0.8) m2

a2 = (−400 ± 300)◦C m2

a3 = (−0.01 ± 0.01) kW/◦C
Conclusions:
Not successful model based on
visual inspection of the fit
(shown), the size of the
uncertainties, and the residuals
(not shown)
Constants are negative, as
expected.

Summer Research Project

Designed:
Stand alone panel frame
Adjustable tilt system
Arduino-based data
acquisition

Generated:
Research questions
Budget and parts list
Graphical representations
of data

Measured:
Angles of trees
Efficiency of array
Electrical properties of
stand alone panel
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Cloudy (dashed) and clear (solid)
days within one week of each
other.
Time synchronization across
multiple systems.
March displayed the most
efficiency due to a combination of
the sun being high in the sky and
relatively low temperatures.
Dip in January due to tree.
Cloudy days are less efficient with
more variation than their clear
counterparts.

Future Effort: Observatory K-12 Outreach

1500 K-12 schoolchildren and community outreach
visitors each year
Student (and faculty) tour guides
Solar array and technology included in tour
Non-astronomy scientific content for tours
Skills: Public speaking, scientific explanations

Conclusions

The photovoltaic array and stand alone panel serve as a complement to the traditional
experiments available in our labs. Students determine their own scientific questions where
the result is not known before the experiment. They are honing their problem solving
skills, finding ways to combine data from different sources and accounting for a number of
variables outside of their control. Comparing the home-built data acquisition system to
the commercial products is a valuable lesson in calibration and the assumptions present in
all measurements.
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